IBM Application Security Manager for Bluemix Beta

This Cloud Service is available as a beta. Except as noted below, the terms of the IBM Bluemix Service Description or Terms of Use, as applicable, apply.

1. Cloud Service Description and Unique Terms

The Cloud Service offers Security and Development teams the ability to inventory their organization’s applications by importing .CVSS files from IBM Application Security SaaS Services, IBM Security AppScan, manual pen testing, or third party tools. The Cloud Service dashboard shows security testing results and works in combination with testing tools, but does not perform application testing itself. The Cloud Service provides metrics to help determine the organization’s application security posture and security initiative progress. It does this by classifying applications based on their characteristics, calculating vulnerability risk ratings based on their business impact, and ranking vulnerabilities based on risk ratings. This allows Client to have a comprehensive understanding of security vulnerabilities that should be addressed first.

The Cloud Service may contain links to or be used to access third party data services, databases, web services, software, or other third party content (all, "content"). Access to this content is provided "AS-IS", WITH NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTY OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR NON-INTERFEERENCE AND THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Client may be required to enter into separate agreements with the third parties for the access to or use of such content. IBM is not a party to any such separate agreements and as an express condition of terms of use, Client agrees to comply with the terms of such separate agreements.

The security and compliance of Client’s application and systems are Client’s responsibility alone. It is solely within Client’s discretion to use or not use any of the information provided by the Cloud Service.